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READING PART 6: OPEN CLOZE GAPS FILL. FILL IN THE GAPS WITH            

ONE WORD 

 

Facebook 

 

This well known social media site _____ (1) become somewhat of           

a controversial topic of conversation in recent times _____ (2) to           

several claims of misuse of big data. Facebook was founded in           

2003 and was origionally known _____ (3) “Facemash”. It was          

created by Marc Zuckerberg, who at the time, was a student           

_____ (4) Harvard University. The growth of this site has been           

exponencial since its creation and _____ (5) its peak had more           

than 2 billion members. One issue that only came _____ (6) light            

during the filming of the movie “The Social Network” in 2010, was            

the fact that there was a court case regarding the founding of this             

site, with a legal case _____ (7) Zuckerberg for the rights to            

Facebook. This resulted in a huge payout to keep everybody          

schtum. What is clear is that in _____ (8) of its controversies            

regarding privacy and fake news, Facebook is here to stay. 
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Answers: 

 

Facebook 

This well known social media site has become somewhat of a           

controversial topic of conversation in recent times due to several          

claims of misuse of big data. Facebook was founded in 2003 and            

was origionally known as “Facemash”. It was created by Marc          

Zuckerberg, who at the time, was a student at Harvard University.           

The growth of this site has been exponencial since its creation           

and at its peak had more than 2 billion members. One issue that             

only came to light during the filming of the movie “The Social            

Network” in 2010, was the fact that there was a court case            

regarding the founding of this site, with a legal case against           

Zuckerberg for the rights to Facebook. This resulted in a huge           

payout to keep everybody schtum. What is clear is that in spite of             

its controversies regarding privacy and fake news, Facebook is         

here to stay. 
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